Common Plant Products

Trees

Wood for furniture (desks, chairs, tables, lamps), building materials (walls, floors, molding, house frames), tools (ladders, rulers, pencils, handles), paper (writing, wallpaper, decorations, toys, money), fuels (firewood, charcoal) boats, sports equipment (bats, golf clubs, cues for pool, arrows, hurdles), musical instruments (pianos, violins, guitars, basses, recorders), machinery parts, looms, spinning wheels. Rubber for elastic, toys, erasers, tires, boots, seals, machinery parts, rubber bands, surgical gloves. Cork for bulletin boards, wine stoppers, sound proofing, hot pads, coasters

Plants

Many different types of cloth, string, rope, yarn, paper, cellulose, paint, fossil fuels, medicines, fragrances, cleansers, wax, cosmetics, personal care items, adhesives, chalk, dyes, inks, furniture, food and liquid containers, decorations